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• Evolution of mutating 
software, 2009

• Life as evolving 
software, 2012

• Proving Darwin: 
Making Biology 
Mathematical, 2012
 In English, Italian, 

Japanese, Spanish 
and Chinese
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talk overview
• why metabiology?

• conceptual description 

• epistemic critique of metabiology

• metabiology and the neo-darwinian synthesis

• diversity of  interdisciplinary research directions
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why metabiology?

“Can we prove mathematically that evolution 

through random mutations and natural 

selection is capable of producing the 

complexity and diversity of life-forms that 

populate our planet?”

G. Chaitin
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what does the meta in    
metabiology refer to?

“A field parallel to biology dealing with the random 

evolution of artificial software (programs) rather than 

natural software (DNA).”

making biology mathematical at a meta-level

G. Chaitin
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setting the stage for metabiology
• neo-darwinian synthesis:

 Darwin’s theory

 Mendelian genetics 

 population genetics 

• molecular           
biology 

• evolutionary –
developmental Biology 

• metamathematics

• computability theory

• algorithmic 
information theory 

• digital philosophy 
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metabiology
what kind of math? 

what kind of nature-computer? 

• dealing with logical irreducibility

• post-Gödel / post-Turing, anti-reductionist  
math/computation

• interweaving computable and uncomputable steps 
(Turing oracles)

• introducing unbounded (drive for) creativity

• quasi-empirical, experimental mathematics
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oracles 
for uncomputable steps

 “post- Gödelian” mathematics includes  uncomputability

 discovery of the uncomputable in mathematics

Turing, On computable numbers, with an application to the 
Entscheidungsproblem, 1936

 oracles in mathematics 

Turing, Systems of logic based on ordinals, 1939

 an oracle brings information from outside the current system

 this new information is not in the current organism

 this new information cannot be deduced or calculated from the  
information already in the system 

 the judgment about this new information has to come from outside 
the system (i.e., deciding who is fitter)
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on metamathematics

“... perhaps the greatest service the present account 
could render would stem from its stressing of its final 
conclusion that mathematical thinking is, and must 

be, essentially creative. “

Emil Post, 1941

Absolutely unsolvable problems and relatively undecidable 
propositions 

metabiology connects creativity in mathematics  
with creativity in biology
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setting the stage for metabiology
• neo-darwinian synthesis:
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 Mendelian genetics 
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• molecular           
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• evolutionary –
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initial conceptual framework

DNA          organism

Evolution through random mutations

Survival of the fittest: adaptation, 
competition and differential 
reproduction rates

Programs 

Statistical and mathematical 
properties of programs

Uncomputability

one organism = computer program

random algorithmic mutation

fitter organism calculates bigger number

sequence of fitter randomly mutated organisms
Deciding who is fitter brings new information into the system 

by taking advantage of  incompleteness and uncomputability

DNA ↔ program 

GENE ↔ subroutine 

Modern Synthesis or 
Neo-Darwinism

Algorithmic Information      
Theory
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interdisciplinarity

 pluralistic epistemology views knowledge as a combination 
of permeable conceptual frameworks, rationality rules, 
epistemic goals, methods and techniques 

 non-isomorphic or mimetic conceptual migrations 

• new meanings for existing concepts 

• new concepts altogether

• migrations of conceptual neighborhoods

 exchanging epistemic goals, methods and techniques
between disciplines 
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fertile interdisciplinarity

“… an epistemically fertile interdisciplinary area of 

study is one in which the original frameworks, 

research methods and epistemic goals of individual 

disciplines are combined and recreated yielding 

novel and unexpected prospects for 

knowledge and understanding.” 

V.  Chaitin
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unfolding conceptual frameworks
fertility of mimetic (non-isomorphic) migrations 

when a metaphor/analogy extends to a conceptual vicinity
and makes sense:

• semantic fertility occurs when: 

o creates a new vocabulary – new meanings 

• epistemic fertility occurs when: 

o relates to existing questions and poses possible new answers

o poses entirely new questions and possible answers

o explores different intellectual paths - shifts paradigms 
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Programs 
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mimetic conceptual framework

DNA          organism

Evolution through random mutations

Survival of the fittest: adaptation, 
competition and differential 
reproduction rates

Programs 

Statistical and mathematical 
properties of programs

Uncomputability

metabiological organism (computer program)

metabiological creativity

evolution = new information content

metabiological evolution is open-ended

hill-climbing random walk in software space

DNA ↔ program 

GENE ↔ subroutine 

Modern Synthesis or 
Neo-Darwinism

Algorithmic Information      
Theory
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metabiology

“A field parallel to biology dealing with the random 

evolution of artificial software (programs) rather than 

natural software (DNA).”

making biology mathematical at a meta-level

“Simplest pythagorean life-form that has hereditary 

information and evolves according to a fittness criterion”

G. Chaitin
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 from biology, AIT and digital philosophy: 

Life as randomly mutating and evolving software.  
Nature is programming! 
(without a programmer)

 migrations (translations between conceptual frameworks):

• basic concept: from energy to information

• basic process: from metabolism to algorithm

• language: from continuous pre-Turing math to    

discrete  post-Turing math

• methods: from simulations to mathematical proofs

• conceptual framework: new interdisciplinary vocabulary

fertility at the conceptual level 
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exchanging reasoning procedures 
and epistemic goals

 validity criterion for exchanging methods and techniques 
between disciplines 

when the research results driven from this exchange of 
methods and techniques lead to: 

 interpretations that make sense on the conceptual level 

 meaningful questions and/or answers 

 new research problems and/or possible solutions 
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• Change in epistemic goals, methods and techniques: 

From:

explaining gene frequency shifts given 

selective pressure
(using mathematics instrumentally: simulations) 

To:
explaining biological creativity

(using mathematics to generate and express novelty: proofs)

• where new genes come from 

• increase in conceptual complexity 

• new information content

fertility at the epistemic level
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about creativity in metabiology

• “It’s a theory that does not give you a way to 
simulate creativity, but it gives you a way to 
prove theorems about it.” 

• “Creativity is by definition something we 
don’t know how to do.”

G. Chaitin
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about creativity in randomness

• randomness as a leap into uncharted territory 
or even into previously non-existent territory

rather than  

• lack of purpose, intelligence, and meaning.
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in a nutshell

“Metabiology is a mathematical expression of the interaction 

between randomness and uncomputability

giving rise to novelty,

increasing conceptual complexity 

in the form of 

new information content.”  

V. Chaitin
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metabiology
and the history of ideas 

• randomness and atoms in the void: nature does not have an a priori 
purpose - Democritus, Lucretius, Laplace, Darwin, Boltzmann, 
Dawkins…

analysis – reductionism – statistical laws – mechanism

• holism, Gaia theory, teleology, Romantische Naturphilosophie: nature 
is intelligent and does have a purpose – Aristotle, Goethe, Lamarck, 
Wallace, Teilhard de Chardin …   

synthesis – emergence – self-organization – organism

metabiology does not actually fit in either of those 

intellectual traditions – modes of thought
24



Metabiology models  general principles that guide biological 

processes inspired by darwinian evolution: 

random mutations + selection 

It does not model biological phenomena. 

This is why metabiology relates to different biological 

paradigms that involve these general principles. 

Metabiology is a meta-theory.
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metabiology escapes from 
the neo-darwinian synthesis

 on the initial conceptual level:

• emphasis on mutations aiming at creativity, not on the current 
model of biological mechanism built out of  mutations, 
competition, adaptation and perpetuation – survival of the 
fittest.

 on the mathematical model:

• algorithmic mutations, not point mutations

• open-ended evolutionary path – no adaptation, no stagnation

 on the drive of living organisms:

• instead of being driven by the urge to survive and perpetuate, to 
be driven by creative, innovative experimentation.  
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conceptual frameworks and neighborhoods

• evolution • algorithmic 
mutation

• environment

• selection

• fitness

• oracle 

• mutation distance 
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non-isomorphic 
concept migrations  

biology metabiology

natural software: 
DNA-RNA (base 4: AGCT)

metabiological software: 
computer programs (base 2: 0,1)

organisms results from biological 
processes involving DNA-RNA and 
environment

metabiological organism is the 
software itself 

darwinian challenge: 
competition, survival, adaptation to 
a changing environment + passing 
your genes to the next generation

metabiological challenge: 
solving a mathematical problem 
that requires creative, 
uncomputable steps

“selfish genes” – reproduction and 
perpetuation

process of random algorithmic 
mutations – no perpetuation 
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selection - fitness - evolution  

metabiology biology

single organism populations of organisms

unit of selection: current organism unit of selection: “selfish” gene, 
organism, group or species

metabiological selection –> evolution 
increasing information content of 
algorithmic life-form 

natural selection – > evolution
increasing sophistication of 
biological life-forms

fitness grows with conceptual 
complexity: it is a global, fixed 
measure (computational capacity) 

fitness may or may not grow with 
complexification of life-form: it is a 
local, variable, contextual measure

metabiological evolution: random 
algorithmic mutations + strictly hill-
climbing random walk in software 
space

evolution: random mutations + 
adaptation to environment + Red 
Queen hypothesis (Leigh Van Valen)

metabiological creativity: measured in 
bits of information

biological creativity: measured by the 
diversity of life-forms 
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contrasting conceptual frameworks  

• evolution: how does the increase in information content measured 
in bits relate to the increasing sophistication of life-forms?

• evolution vs. stagnation: if / when perfect adaptation is obtained 
and there are no changes in the environment. 

 perfectly adapted, ancient life-forms: e.g. horse-shoe crab 

 stable ecological niches

 simulations: Tierra, Avida eventually stagnate

• Red Queen hypothesis - arms race with other life-forms:       

e.g. bacterial immunity to antibiotics

biological creativity: can it be measured in bits of information 
content ?
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about exchanging epistemic criteria

• in mathematics: beauty of a proof

• 1st version of metabiology: point mutations

• 2nd version: algorithmic mutations 

Question: How does this mathematical 
suggestion from metabiology relate to mutations 

in biology?
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algorithmic mutation - mutation distance

metabiology biology

random algorithmic mutations random point mutations

mutation distance = conceptual 
complexity of the mutation –
the size of the smallest program that 
carries out the mutation
(correspondence with biological 
complexity is not rigorously defined)

mutation distance = number of 
base-pairs changed

“time” for a given mutation distance to 
occur is measured in number of tries 
(correspondence to chronological time is 
not defined)

mutation time measured 
chronologically is inferred from 
empirical data (fossils)

speciation: occurs when mutation 
distance crosses an arbitrary threshold, 
i.e., a sufficiently great jump in the 
conceptual complexity of the genome 

speciation: happens by 
accumulating random point 
mutations driven by environmental 
change and/or isolation
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algorithmic mutations 
and biology

• algorithmic mutation – includes gradual changes and 
evolutionary jumps

• from uni-cellular to multi-cellular life-forms: building an organism 
out of existing programs +  changing one of them into a main 
program that calls the others?

• Cambrian explosion, missing intermediate forms, major transitions 
as a result of algorithmic rather than point mutations?

• algorithmic mutations can do more faster, in fewer generations, in 
less chronological time.

• can algorithmic mutations be related to retroviruses which insert 
themselves into the genome?
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mutation distance 
and biology

• mutation distance measured in terms of information content 
of genetic code instead of similarities and differences in 
genetic codes (bases)

How to measure information content and conceptual 
complexity of DNA?

Could this lead to an additional criterion for classification of 
life-forms: mutation distance not number of bases changed?
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mutation – oracle – environment 
metabiology biology

oracle is responsible for 
“metabiological selection”: 
checking viability and selecting the 
mutated organism

environment is responsible for 
darwinian “natural selection” 

random algorithmic mutations canonical neo-darwinism: 
random indel/point mutations

random algorithmic mutations 
are checked for their viability by the 
oracle

epigenetics: mutations are not random, 
depend on the environment

single organism – vertical gene 
transfer

horizontal gene transfer: bacteria

algorithmic mutations retrovirus insertion
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oracle acts as environment for 
organisms and mutations

• when selecting a metabiological organism, oracle 
corresponds to environment as in canonical neo-darwinism. 

• when selecting an algorithmic mutation, oracle 
corresponds to environment as in epigenetics.

 metabiology relates to different biological paradigms

metabiology is a meta-theory
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other settings for metabiology

• computable versions of metabiology

• algorithmic diversity for complex adaptive 
systems

• algorithmic networks

Work by Felipe Abrahão
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metabiology
and digital philosophy 

• Is “every natural process a computation in a computable 
universe” or does/may “the world as a computation view” 
involve uncomputable steps? 

• Could there be different levels (hierarchies) of computability 
and uncomputability in the digital philosophy world as a 
function of the conceptual complexity of phenomena in each 
level? 
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metabiology
and the human self-image

• proposes a new perspective on the scientific, biological 
image of a human being

• the creativity of life is viewed as the driving force; a non-
mechanical process

• enables us to consider alternatives to the “solitary self” and 
“selfish gene” self-image 

• emphasis on creativity in the form of random 
experimentation (algorithmic mutation) and irreducibility 
(new information content)
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…evolution of mutating software…
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metabiology
and the post-human debate

• retaining the “human” in addition to the mechanical, 
computational, algorithmic new post-human setting

• metabiology proposes a hybrid computable-
uncomputable, mechanical-biological basis for life

• metabiological body – body without organs 
(Antonin Artaud, Deleuze & Guattari)

• hybridism between biological and technological 
building blocks for the post-human body 
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further reading and references

• https://independent.academia.edu/VirginiaChaitin

• https://independent.academia.edu/AbrahãoFelipe

• https://ufrj.academia.edu/GregoryChaitin
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